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Voters Sweep Tiny Fletcher To Victory
Cut In Funds
Is Hard Blow
To University

Maine Day Inauguration
Ushers In New Slate of
Major Student Officers

Legislature Returns
School To 1931 Basis

Tiny Elected Through Write-In Vote;
Expresses Surprise But Accepts Post

Failure of the 94th Legislature
to appropriate funds requested by
the Board of Trustees of the University of Maine poses a serious
problem, President Arthur A.
Hauck said this week.
"In effect," President Hauck de-

BY WOODY BIGELOW

In an amazing upset, arising out of an unprecedented eleventhhour campaign staged by his followers, dark-horse Robert "Tiny"
Fletcher literally came out of nowhere to be elected Mayor of
the
campus for the coming year.
Fletcher, who now has the distinction of being the only mayor
clared. "the University, despite its
ever to be elected to office without presenting a formal campaign,
large number of veteran students and
had a comfortable margin over his opponents, Al Harrington and
greatly increased enrollment, is expected to operate with a state grant
Bill Robertson. He took office Maine Day morning.
no greater than that of 20 years ago."
Winners of major student government contests were:
Needs Were Made Known
President of General Student Senate: James McBrady.
On October 20, 1948. the Trustees
Vice President: Arthur Dentremont.
requested the Budget Committee of
Secreta
ry: Margaret Murray.
the 94th Legislature to provide the
Treasurer: Barbara Grover.
University with $325,000 a year in
addition to the Mill Tax for the 1949PRESIDENT ARTHUR A. HAUCK,after 15 years of untiring service
President of Women's Student Government Association: Doro51 biennium. This was the amount
to the University and its students, receives a presentation from Biff Shalek,
thea Butler.
received for the 1947-1949 biennium
chairman of the President's Day Committee, representing the Maine student
Vice President: Joanne Josslyn.
for Orono and The Brunswick Cambody. President's Day, honoring Dr. Hauck, was held in conjunction with
Secretary: Jeanne Frye.
pus. The Committee was informed
Maine Day.
Newhall Photo
Treasurer: Bertha Clark.
that this request (lid not include any
funds for capital improvements or exPresident of Men's Athletic Association: Edward J. McDerpansion of services.
mott.
January 12, 1949, Gov. Frederick
Senior Member: Alton M. Hopkins.
G. Payne in his budget message t,,
Junior
Member: Paul Flaig.
the Legislature said, "An outstanding
Preside
nt
of Women's Athletic Association: Betty Friedler.
service has been carried out by our
state university in providing for an
Vice
Preside
nt: Phyllis OsMaine Day was given a fitting
The day's events got under way at
accelerated program in the interests climax in the field house
good.
last night 8 a.m. with the inauguration of the
of our veterans desiring college train- when a $3,000
student scholarship new mayor in front of the Library.
Secretary : Nancy Knowles.
ing. Because of mounting enrollments fund was presented
to President At 8:20 a.m. His Honor fired the shot
Treasur
er: Lora Moulton.
resulting in increased costs all along Arthur A. Hauck in
honor of his that gave nearly 1,500 students and
the line, the University of Maine 15th year as President
Class Parts:
of the Uni- faculty members the signal to start
should be provided $300,000 per year versity of Maine.
Class History: John Ballou.
Dr. Leonard Carmichael, president
planting 1,000 trees, and cleaning up
in addition to the presently established
of Tufts College, will be the chief
Class Chaplain: Jack Zollo.
The income from the fund, given in the campus.
one mill tax." The Trustees then respeaker at Commencement Exercises,
trust to the University of Maine
Class Ode: Paul Ford.
The reforestation projects were
quested a special appropriation of
Sunday, June 12, President Arthur A.
Foundation by the students in honor finished at 11:30 a.m., climaxed by the
$300,000 per year in addition to the
Upon official notification of his Hauck has announced.
of President Hauck, is designed to planting of a memorial tree near
election. Mayor Fletcher ex(Continued on Page Five)
assist needy students, and is to be ad- Rogers Hall. The planting ceremony,
Dr. Carmichael, who is a native of
pressed surprise. "I'll gladly ac- Germant
ministered by President Hauck at his which was sponsored by the College
cept the position, but I must associateown, Philadelphia, has been
discretion.
d with Princeton and Brown
4-H Club, included an invocation by admit
I'm surprised at the out- universiti
The scholarship was established Rev. Charles O'Connor, and a solo by
es. He was chairman of the
come." he said.
department of psychology and dean of
yesterday by the classes of 1949, 1950. Priscilla Goggin. President Hauck
According to Fletcher. he did the Faculty
1951, and 1952. Other organizations
of Arts and Science at
..ossOr

HY

President Hauck Honored;
Scholarship Established

Tufts College
Head To Speak

Lambda Chi Wins
Interfraternity Sing

(Continued on Page Five)
Lambda Chi Alpha captured first or agencies may make further conplace in Tuesday evening's fifth annual tributions to the fund
as they see fit.
Interfraternity Sing. The winner's
A radio-phonograph console was
trophy, an engraved plate, was donated also presented to Dr. Hauck by Biff
by the Ohio Alumni Association. For Shalek, chairman of the President
's
the second consecutive year the pro- Day committee, and Mrs.
Hauck regram featured solos by Inez Frost, ceived a set of silver candelab and
ra
Bangor soprano.
bowl.
"What's Wrong With Cub ReportThe eve of Maine Day festivities
ers?" will be discussed by editorial
found the Memorial Gym well-filled
executives of Maine daily newspapers
for the presentations of eight compet- Glen Gray Is Booked
at a University of Maine Press Club
ing fraternities. .
luncheon in Room D, South EstaCommencement Ball
Beta Theta Pi, Delta Tau Delta. For
brooke Hall, today.
Lambda Chi Alpha, Phi Eta Kappa.
Glen Gray and his Casa I ()ma OrThe panel, second of its kind to be
Phi Mu Delta. Sigma Alpha Epsilon, chestra of 16 pieces will be the feature
sponsored by the Press Club, will be
and Sigma Chi returned to the Sing attraction of the Commencement Ball,
conducted by Col. Daniel S. Dexter,
for the fifth time. Sigma Phi Epsilon June 10.
editorial writer of the Lewiston Evemade its initial contribution to the
Bruce Folsom, chairman of the dance ning Journal.
affair.
committee, has announced that the ball
Newspapermen expected to attend,
The judges committee for the event will be held from 9 p.m.
to 1 a.m.
besides Dexter. are:
under the chairmanship of PresiThe senior class voted to pay for
Kalil Ayoob, city editor, Bangor
(ent .Arthur A. Hauck and consisted the ball by an assessment of $3 to be
Daily News: Vincent F. X. Belleau,
of I)can Elton E. Wieman, Dr. paid by bill later this month. The vote
city editor, Lewiston Evening JourCharles Metcalf, Rev. Charles Dart- took place at spring registration.
nal: F. E. Cousins, assistant managnell, Mr. Gannett, Mr. Cyrus McJulie O'Brien is one of the three ing editor, Portland Press-Herald—
Cready, and Dr. G. William Small. vocalists for the orchestra.
Evening Express; Robert G. Drake.

(Continued on Page Five)

Maine Editors Tell Students
Of Problems Facing Reporters
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the University of Rochester from 1936
until 1938, when he became president
of Tufts.
Director of the National Roster of
Science and Specialized Personnel in
the early war period, Dr. Carmichael
is also the author of several books on
psychology.
He received the B.S. degree from
Tufts and the Ph.D. from Harvard.
He has also received many honorary
doctorates.

editor, Waterville Sentinel.
James D. Ewing. co-publisher. Rangor Daily Commercial: Francis R.
Murphy, Maine correspondent, .4 tsacia/a Press: John M. O'Connell, Jr.,
managing editor, Bangor Daily News:
Russell H. Peters, co-publisher. Ban- All-Maine Women Elect
gor Daily Commercial; Paul Plumer, managing editor. Kennebec Jour- Janet Pettee President
nal.
lanct Pence N% as lecto I iresident
The group will be welcomed by of the All-Maine Women Tuesday
Joseph H. Cobb. president of the Press morning at the annual initiation breakClub.
fast held at Dean Edith G. Wilson's
Last year. under the direction of home.
City Editor Belleau. the group disFourteen women were initiated into
cussed "What Makes A Good Re- the society along with the election
of
porter."
officers. Other officers elected were
Students of journalism, members of Barbara Richardson,
secretary. and
the Press Club. and friends will attend. Caroline Strong. treasurer.
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MaineMasqueMembersToHear Student Using New President Of Men's Senate
Morning Telegraph Drama Critic Tape Recorder 'Aligns Self With 'Liberal Wing'
In His Classes

George Freedley, drama critic of
the New York Morning Telegraph and
consultant-curator of the Theatre Collection of the New York Public Library, will be guest speaker at the
Maine Masque Theatre's initiation
and installation banquet next Tuesday.
Active in theatre since his graduation from the University of Richmond,
Freedley is an officer of the New
York Drama Critics Circle, president
Of the Theatre Library Association.
a member of the Board of Directors
of the American National Theatre and
Academy, and a member of the Board
of Directors of the National Board
of Review of Motion Pictures.
Best known for his work on the
Morning Telegraph and at the New
York Public Library, he has compiled. edited and co-authored several
books on the theatre, including "A
History of the Theatre," "Theatre
Handbook and Digest of Plays," and
"A Hi=thry of Modern Design."

During the Masque's installation
ceremonies, more than 25 new members will be initiated into the theatre
group, new officers will be named.
and committee heads will be chosen.
The banquet will be held at the
Commons in Oak Hall at 7 p.m. Tuesday, with all other activities to be
held in the Little Theatre.

Annex Men Reach Goal
In Union Building Drive
The Brunswick Annex has reached
its Union Building Fund quota according to John Sealey, Jr.. executive
secretary of the Alumni Association
and chairman of the drive.
With more than 91 per cent of the
Annex freshmen subscribing, the
quota of $16,000 was reached last
Saturday and indications are that the
amount will be increased.
The drive is now in its final stages
and will end on Alumni Day, June 11.

This is the first of a series of bio- forensic) and Lambda Chi Alpha.
graphical sketches of the new leaders
Members of the Men's Senate have
"It doesn't help a bit in identifying of student government organizations. varied views concerning the new
pressrpt passages in exams." and yet WilThe new president of the Men's ident. Jim Hinds, one of Demeritt's
liam Mincher, a junior English major, Senate is a member of what he calls staunchest backers, said
after the elechas found that by reading back notes the Senate's "new liberal wing, that tion:
into a tape recorder he is able to has taken shape this year." Dwight
"The problems confronting the Sentransform them into condensed lec- Demeritt, who represents Off-Campus
ate today demand the keen combinatures.
men, has backed revision of athletes' tion of progressive
thinking and vigorBill, a regular announcer on a Ban- schedules to give them more time off ous action. It's a job for a
man whose
gor station, has recorded 30 hours in the afternoon, revision of the Sen- political growth is
just beginning to
of material on almost 50,000 feet of ior Skulls, and elimination of the "cut reach its prime.
Dwight Demeritt is
tape in the past year. Besides class rule."
just that man. He has a tremendous
work lie has caught unrecorded music
Although only a sophomore, he has capacity for work and a consuming
and dramatic sketches from the radio been recognized for his ability and in- enthusiasm for
getting things done.
networks.
tegrity. A government major, Demer- His past record proves him to be
This is the first known instance of itt is well-versed in parliamentary pro- straightforward and sound. His metha Maine student using a tape recorder cedure and has had experience in group ods are simple and direct, hence effecduring a course of study, and it may leadership. He has served as Secre- tive."
well be a forerunner of the student's tary-Treasurer of OCUMMO, is a
standard equipment in the future.
member of the Senate Examination
Both tape and wire recorders are Committee, Maine Day Committee, is
portable and it is not inconceivable a wearer of the Maine Debate Key
that students will be able to make a which he won as a Freshman, and be1 lone; to Pi Kappa Delta (honorary'
practical use of this study aid.
Landscaping has been nearly completed in the Dunn, Corbett, and New
Dorm #3 areas, Francis McGuire, Director of Plants and Facilities, announces.

Dorm Landscaping
Nears Completion

TOPS WITH THE TOP STARS IN HOLLYWOOD AND WITH COLLEGES TOO

Working with Prof. Roger Clark.
NIcGuire's department has planted
trees, bushes, and shrubs, and has refinished the lawns
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Senate-Skulls
Negotiations
Stall Solution

100 Students
To Get Awards,
Scholarships

Controversy between the Men's
Senate and the Senior Skulls has
gone into another week without solution.
The only action taken was at a
meeting between representatives of
both groups.
Disagreement between the taro organizations arose after Senate investigations of the Skulls resulted in
a revision in the society's constitution. Changes were made, but the revised charter was rejected by the
Senate.
Ceremonies were held at which new
Skulls were tapped, but their status
is unknown.
According to Ralph Barnett. chairman of the Skulls committee, the
Elaine Lockhart, Honorary Lieutenant-Colonel of the ROTC Cadet
Corps, preents outstanding military
representatives will report back to
awards to members of the Maine unit at their review Monday. Members
of
the
rifle team also received medals for
their groups about the meeting.
tilcirsee,,nil-pince in the Hearst ROTC intercollegiate
rifle team matches.
—Sprague Photo
John Graffam. chairman of the
•
Senate representatives, declined corn- M
mein. stating only that a report would
he released when the Senate was
adequately prepared.
The meeting Tuesday was a conThe ROTC rifle team, at a review ! Edgar E. Gammon,
tinuation of one held the previous
chairman of the 'Cadet Captain William H. Drisko, who
evening at which the Senate and Monday afternoon, received a Hearst ROTC Club, was awarded the
Military have completed the second year adSkulls committees reportedly made no plaque for taking second place in the Department Medal as an
outstanding vanced course, were designated
William
Randolph
as DisHearst ROTC in- second-year
progress toward a solution.
Basic student, and for tinguished
Military Students. They
tercollegiate rifle team matches during ,
demonstrated military proficiency and
! will have opportunity to apply for
the past winter,
leadership qualities. This medal was
!
regular commissions in the U. S. Army
The plaque was presented by Ernest first given last year through
the efforts I instead of the usual
commissions in the
Hoftyzer, advertising director of the of Col. Francis R. Fuller,
head of the Reserve Corps.
Boston Record-American and Sunday military department.
The Armed Forces Communications
Major Richard NV. Healy is the Advertiser.
Trio Commended
Association Medal was awarded Cadet
author of the latest number of the Uni- Receive Medals
In connection with the same award,
Captain Theodore R. Littlefield. This
versity of Maine Studies, a history of
Members of the rifle team, who also letters of commendation
were accorded is the first time this award
secondary education in Androscoggin received individual medals, are Wilhas been
to Hayward C. Noyes, Alexander C.
made at Maine. It is awarded to the
and Franklin Counties in Maine.
liam Derby, Leroy Rand, Bradford Leidy, and William
R. Thompson.
outstanding student in the second-year
A graduate of the University in Butler, Joseph Bernstein, and Vernon
Cadet
Major
Andrew
J. Orr and Advanced Signal Corps.
Healey
is
Major
the Class of 38,
Bond.
an assistant professor of military
Major Myron D. Smith directed the
science and tactics for the University's activities
of the team.
YOUR LATEST OUTSTANDING SCREEN IIITS
ROTC unit. He is a member of the
At
the
same review Monday, outArmy.
U. S.
standing military awards were made to
The book, containing 165 pages,
members of the campus ROTC unit
gives the historical, social, and politiby Miss Elaine Lockhart, Honorary
Androscoggin
and
cal background of
Lieutenant-Colonel of the Cadet Corps.
Franklin Counties and shows the
Parker W. Gray, president of the
effect of the background on the deChemical
Engineering Society and
velopment of secondary education in
member
of
Tau Beta Pi, was awarded
each community.
the U. S. Coast Artillery Association
Copies of this Maine Study may be
IIANGOR
medal for being this year's outstanding
obtained at the Library.
first-year Advanced Anti-Aircraft ArORONO
Thurs.. Fri., Sat.,
tillery student.
May 12, 13., 14
Wed. & Thurs., May 11-12
"THE FIGHTING O'FLYNN"
Average of 3.61
Helena Carter. Richard Green
Double Feature
Gray attained a military average of
"I'NTAMED BREED"
Sun., Mon., Tues., Wed.
98 per cent and has a cumulative averMay 15, 16, 17, 18
(Cinecolor)
!30-9:24
age of 3.61, highest scholastic mark
Announcement of Pan-Hcl's new received
"MR. BELVEDERE GOES
--onny Tufts, Barbara Britton
by the ROTC student since
TO COLLEGE"
"ANGEL ON THE AMAZON"
president and introduction of the six the inception
of the postwar program
Clifton
Webb, Shirley Temple
will
presidents
sorority
7:50
newly-elected
in 1946.
(;eorge Brent, Vera Ralston
highlight the Panhellenic formal dance
Honorable mention for the CAA
tomorrow evening at Memorial Gym- medal was
accorded Edward M. Reny
Fri. & Sat. May 13-14
nasium.
and Edward L. Alexander.
"COUNTES
S OF MONTE
TIANI:Olt
Music will be by the Maine Bears.
CRISTO"
Thurs.. Fri., May 12, 13
and dancing will last from 9 p.m.
Sonja Henie. Michael Kirby
"MY OWN TRI.E LOVE"
until 1 a.m.
Also Cartoons
McConnell To Be Here
Phyllis Calvert. Melvyn Douglas
Sat. Matinee 2:30-6:30-8:18
Sue Dartnell is chairman of the
Dr. Wallace R. McConnell, profesSat., Sun., Mon., Tues.
dance committee, which includes
Sun. & Mon., May 15-16
sor
of geography at Miami University,
May 14, 15, 16, 17
Peggy Sewall, Jenny Shaw, Betty
"MOTHER IS A
Oxford,
Ohio,
"PORTRAI
will
T
OF
teach
JENNIE"
geography
Friedler, Gwen Stewart, and Jeannette
FRESHMAN" (Technicolor)
Jennifer Jones, Joseph Cotten
during
the
summer
session
at
the
Morgrage.
Loretta y,mug Van Johnson
University, Dean Mark R. Shibles,
Also Cartoons
director of the session, announced.
Sun. Matinee 3:00-6:30-8:21

Tc R.f
aine NO
e Team Receives Hearst Plaque
F
, or Second Place In First Army Area Matches

Healy Writes Study
For U Of M Series

_••••••••••••••,,,ININ•

AEU ENGLAND MITRES. Inc.

President Albert W. Trucipan of the
Ajniversity of New Brunswick, at
Fredericton, will be the speaker at the
annual Scholarship Recognition Assembly, Wednesday, May 18, at 8:45
a.m. in Memorial Gymnasium.
Nearly 100 students and future students will be honored with scholarships and prizes at the assembly. Last
year 83 students received scholarships,
and 13 received prizes.
Among the awards given are the
Merritt Caldwell Fernald Scholarship
and a tuition credit awarded to the
junior student having the highest rank.
The prizes include the Mu Alpha
Epsilon Award and the Pale Blue Key
Award. The former is given annually
by the honorary musical society to a
student showing promising musical
talent and who has had at least one
year of active participation in music
at Maine. The latter prize is given
each year to some member of the
freshman class who needs help and
who has shown promise in track as a
freshman.

Harvard Admits Vardamis
George Vardamis. a major in the
History and Government Department
and a member of this year's graduating class, has been accepted at the
Harvard University school of Law.
Vardamis, who was recently elected
to Phi Beta Kappa, national honorary
scholastic society, will enter this fall.

STOPS
ON DIME

•

OPERA HOUSE

TRP1,1

Name President
At Pan Hel Formal

BIJOU

Wildlife Majors Plan
Outdoor Publication

Three Wildlife Conservation majors
are planning something new in the
way of Maine outdoor life publications. Ronald Speers, Kennebunkport,
James Cathie, Orono, and Alberton
McLain, Brewer, have slated their
magazine, "Outdoor Maine," for
August publication.
The magazine will be devoted to
the interests of conservation and will
be tailored for Maine sportsmen.
The first women's dormitory was
Mount Vernon House.

PARK

PREPARE NOW (6.4.

EONS
\
We have 'em... The c•scntials
of your courses hsghlighted
and packed into a nutthell,
r,,, quick thorough review 1
.1tk to see the famous

COLLEGE OUTLINE 1E11E1

BETTS BOOKSTORE
58 Columbia St., Bangor

TueMay. May 17
BANGOR
"THE SEARCH"
Thurs., May 12
Montgomery (lift. Aline
"WHISPERING SMITII"
Mac Mahon
"ANGEL IN EXILE"
Also Short Subjects 6:30-8 :21
Fri., Sat., May 13, 14
"HE WALKED In NiGht
Wed. & Thurs.. 11a.- 18-19
"PLUNDERERS"
Double Feature
"GALLANT BLADE"
Sum, Mon., Tu....,
6:30-9:12
May 15, 16, 17
1.arry Park, Marguerite
"I SHOT JESSE JAMES"
Chapman
"YOU GOTT'A STAY 1IAPP1"
Plus
Wed.. Thurs., May 18, 19
"ARTHUR TAKES OVER"
"(IRL FROM MANHATTAN"
7:51
"I, JANE 1)0E"
Lois Collier, Richard Crane
Bijou and Opera House operate continuously from 1 :30 to 11 o'clock
Matinee Prices: 35e to 5 o'clock

This smart motorist wants his
car's brakes to respond instantly.
So he comes to us regularly for
our special brake check-up. He
knows we do a reliable job on
this all-important part of car
performance. For real "life insurance," let us adjust your car's
hydraulic brakes—goon! While
you're waiting for your new
Chrysler or Plymouth,we'll keep
your old car in tip-top shape.

Murphy Motors
01.1) TOWN
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The Maine Campus

LaudsWriter'sStand
On Student Govt.

Politics: Dogpatch Style

•

Interest Shown In Young Maine
At 110011 today, a group of editorial executives from Maine
daily newspapers will be on campus as guests of the Press Club.
These editors, all busy men, have left their desks, and, in most
instances, have traveled a long way in order to talk with students
who hope to become newspapermen themselves some day. In
particular, they are going to talk about the problems that confront
a beginner in the field.
The readiness of these executives to sit down with a group of
undergraduates, and share their experience with them, seems worthy
of comment. To us, it is an encouraging sign.
That the students appreciate it is evidenced by the personal
interest they show, and the many questions they ask.
Although it may not have occurred to the guests of the Press
Club, we think they are setting a fine example—one that may mean
a great deal not only to young journalistic aspirants but to all Maine
students.
We say this because there is always the possibility that such
an example may be followed by leaders in other fields.
One hears a great deal about Maine's losing its young people
to other states. Without going into the economics of it, we can
certainly venture the opinion that get-togethers like today's would
go a long way toward minimizing this migration of the state's
young people.
'Whether business, industry, or journalism is involved, it seems
to us a lot of good can come from these informal conferences.
—LARRY PINKHAM

We All Make Them
Some salty sage once made an earth-shaking comment about
mistakes. He acknowledged the fact that everybody makes them,
and attempted to correlate the fact with the production of pencils
equipped with erasers. We find that, despite our best efforts, we
make mistakes. Therefore, we have created a correction department
on this page. You will find it at the bottom of the later column.
Although we hope that this correction department will not have to
appear in the paper often, we will use it whenever necessary to
correct our mistakes.
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
BUSINESS MANAGER

Larry Pinkbam
Jolla Stimpoon

ASSOCIATE EDITORS—Woody Bigelow, Don King, Marilyn Wyman, Bill
III-fru:an, Kenneth Zwicker, PAff Shalek, Millard Whitaker, Jerry Rogovin.
DEPARTMENTAL EDITORS—Bob Slosser, Dick Sprague (Make-up);
John Murphy (Sports) ; Marilyn Hoyt (Society).

Ilai, 12, 1919

Mail Bag

Published Thursdays during the college year by students of the University of I
Maine. Subscription rate: 75c per semester. Local advertising rate: 60e per column
inch. Editorial and business offices 202 East Annex. Telephone :
,xtension 52. Member Associated Collegiate Press. Represented for national advertising by National
Advertising Service Inc., College Publisi..r's Representative, 420 Madison Ave., New
York 17, N. Y. Entered as second Class Matter at the Post Office, °tom', Me.

Just before last Tuesday's elections, several signs were seen on
campus that had evidently been put there by persons quite interested
in the outcome of the elections.
The signs said, in effect, "Vote NO both bills—Class Constitution, and General Senate Constitution."
This message was, for the most part. marked on the signs
erected by the Mayor candidates. This defacing of already existing
signs smacks of a low type of political advertisement such as is
often seen in large cities. It is also typical of a low type of politics.
The coming of this sort of thing to the Maine campus is something to be scrutinized by everyone who is interested in the type of
young politicians we are producing. It has always seemed to this
writer that there are already enough unpleasant aspects to politics
without starting, in the colleges—a place where students of good
politics are supposed to be found—a practice that is, to all interested
persons, a bit offending.
The thought behind these little signs may or may not be healthy.
If messages such as these bring a more professional aspect to local
campus politics, then this may be said to be good for the campus
in general.
However, if this sort of thing is indicative of a skulking type of
political manipulation, then it may be said to be definitely detrimental to the local scene.
It is the sincere hope of this writer that this sort of scribbling
will be stopped. and that if anyone has anything to say about local
issues that he will make himself known,and stand up for his policies.
With all the hue and cry being raised by local people as to the importance of student politics, it seems a shame that those very persons
can't be important in an above-board manner.

, )1.
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"I think he's rather fond of you, Muriel.—

MAINE-LY MUSIC
By Bob Slosser
After having used the term "bop"
so many times in the past, an explanation of the word seems overdue. At
the request of a few non-believers and
middle-of-the-roaders, a definition of
the word is here attempted.
As all probably know, bop is derived from be-bop. Where be-bop
came from, heaven knows. Merely say
that it is the name of a stage in musical development.
To say that bop is a development is
to say that it all began years ago with
the natives of Africa. When the natives
became slaves in America, they started
the blues. The blues appealed to whites
as well as Negroes; and before long,
New Orleans Dixieland came, followed by jazz in Chicago, Kansas City,
and New York.
Long-reigning swing followed, and
it was a long time before progressive
jazz began to move in. A few realized
that Afro-American music was reaching its greatest height, and the progression continued until bop, our subject,
was developed.
To give a definition of this latest
development is a hard thing, but it is
best explained by the impression one
receives from Charlie Parker, the
greatest alto-man that ever picked up
a horn.

When Charlie plays, it seems that
he closes his eyes to the outside world
and looks into his idea-filled mind.
What he seems to see at first is a
jumbled mass of notes and ideas.
Suddenly, a group of the notes and
ideas take shape and form a unique
and thoughtful passage.
Then, just as suddenly, the notes and
ideas shatter and become a part of the
mass again. Charlie strains some more,
trying to force that mass into just the
right shape. Then perhaps he will
hear some idea-provoking passage from
the pianist or the bass-man. This helpful passage will cause that jumbled
heap of notes in his mind to form into a
delicate and beautiful shape, and he
will play; and that delicate and beautiful pattern will come out of his horn.
Another factor that enters into the
sound that comes out of Charlie's horn
is the time element. Charlie's searching and straining for just the right
idea makes him play behind the beat.
He is so busy looking and listening for
his ideas that the beat will often go by
before he plays; however, it is interesting to note that Charlie's being behind the beat in his ideas never caws
the beat to be lost. Bop has definite
rhythm just as all music does.

PETTICOAT ANGLES
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by Marilyn Wyman
The Men's Senate has quieted down
after the rebuffs for their last attempt at sensationalism which leads
one to wonder if a little light on the
subject didn't surprise them....
Another point which should be a
sore point with these boys is the
question of membership. Among the
voting members of the Men's Senate
are 15 representatives of the Off Campus University of Maine Men's Organization. President Joe Murray
has stated that active membership of
this organization averages 25 men.
All of this means, in simple arithmetic
that even the Men's Senate can understand. that these "representatives"
actually represent themselves and twothirds 14 another man.
Now Mr. Hinds or Mr. NI()ran can
accuse me of writing propaganda but

those figures are statistics which are
recorded in proper University offices.
The figures also follow that at Senate
meetings of twenty-nine or fewer
members, which is the general attendance, that 13 constitutes a majority.
How many students on this campus realize that the furor created in
recent weeks by this body of doubtful
status over such issues as the Skull
abolishment is the work of 15 men,
who in their wildest dreams can't
claim to represent even 1% of the
student enrollment?
For a group which has come to the
fore with an amazing number of dictatorial plans lately, the Men's Senate
has mighty little democratic power
behind it. Just what is the Men's
Senate?

To the Editor: A lot of us have
wondered why the University of Maine
does not dominate the state athletic
events completely. We have here
about 5.000 students, almost as large
a group as the combined student
bodies of the other three Maine
schools, and yet we go on getting
beaten by them in all sports except
track and skiing.
It seems to me that out of 5.000
students a better team could be formed
than out of half that many. So. I
figure there must be enough athletes
of better than fair ability on the
Maine campus to beat anything that
Colby. Bates. or Bowdoin could put
on the field under normal conditions.
The reasons for the unsuccessful
athletic ventures of the Maine teams
are probably known by only a handful of people. and are undoubtedly so
numerous that these few' persons do
not know them all. But, I do know
one thing. many good athletes are
walking around the campus, and have
never been out for a team. There
must not be much of an attraction, or
possibly "school spirit," but most of
these men play on semi-pro teams for
little more than the enjoyment of
the game.
I can tell you some of the things
they do not like. The baseball coach,
for instance, has little cards made up
and sent around to his "boys," notifying them of the beginning of practice.
That creates a select.group. and in my
opinion, bad taste, to say the least.
These men, if they do go out, may
soon find themselves cut from the
squad without having a fair chance
to show their ability. They find, also.
that the old art of "apple polishing"
is not dead, but being averse to it.
refuse to engage in its practice. Many
good men never report for a practice.
Another thing, wasn't it last year
that Eck Allen had such difficulty in
getting his whole squad together for a
practice because of the class schedules
of some of his players? With a little
effort on the part of the administration, and cooperation with the athletic
department, many more men would
go out for teams if this situation
could be changed.
The little harm it would do would
certainly be for the ultimate good of
the school. if the administration is
worried about the scholastic standing
of the school, then I point to the Ivy
League to refute any such claim.
The general student body would
certainly like to see Maine one of the
athletic king pins of New' England.
and are bewildered when it is not.
am not advocating subsidized
athletics, but like would to see some
of the changes, which could apparently
be made, come about.
We lost a very fine golfer to Bowdoin, because, as I understand. Bowdoin offered him some financial help
we could not, or did not offer in
some form or other.
Maybe the acquisition of the services of Davey Nelson shows a trend
in the right direction. I hope so.
—JOHN M. LANE
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CORRECTION
In the last edition, the Maine Campus ran a story on page six, column
four, about Women's Student Government elections. In it we said "All
svomen students are expected to vote
in the WSGA elections, since fines are
levied for failure to cast a ballot."
This statement was based on erroneous
information. Such fines are not levied.
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Wells Leads Search
For Missing Silver;
Recovers$777Worth
Nearly fifty per cent of knives,
forks, and spoons, and other dining
hall equipment which had been removed from the various dining halls
on campus were recovered Wednesday, according to Bill Wells, Director
of Housing.
During a drive held Maine Day,
Wells' organization brought back half
of the material, valued at $777. Since
last fall, the equipment has been removed from the dining halls to the
various dormitories by students, Wells
said.
Wells asked that all students who
still had dining hall equipment in
their rooms return it to him before
leaving at the end of the semester.

nut know that he was being considered as a candidate, until,
awakening Tuesday morning, he
riiscovered that his supporters
had been busy the night before,
listributing posters throughout
the campus. From that point
events moved quickly, culminating in the upset election.
Aside. from this startling event,
the general elections were carried on without incident.
A cool breeze whipped over the mall
and accompanied the few students who
straggled to the polls as the election
proceedings got under way at 9 a.m.
As the morning wore on, however,
larger crowds began to gather about
the ballot tables, and by 11 a.m. the
balloting was in full swing.
Many Show Interest
(Continued from Page One)
In addition to those casting their
votes, many students gathered together funds provided through the one mill
in small groups to discuss the merits tax.
and weaknesses of the candidates and Legislature Fails To Act
Failure to provide the needed funds
to watch the progress of the balloting.
Election officials expressed the belief arose from the fact that the Legislathat the good weather plus student in- ture decided not to increase State
terest would bring a good turnout revenues through taxation.
This action leaves the University,
from the student body, although it was
doubted that last year's record mayoral from the standpoint of state support,
vote would be equaled. In that election with about the same amount as was
Mayor Richard Huff won in a land- provided in 1931-32. That year the
slide, polling more votes than all his Mill Tax produced $757.000 annually.
After providing for agricultural reopponents combined.
search, the agricultural extension serTable for Each Class
vice, and other research there reThe election set-up this year was the
mained $630,000 for resident instrucsame as that employed for the first
tion and capital expenditures. Since
time last year. Balloting tables were
there were then 1700 students enrolled
set up along the main sidewalk on the
at the University, this was an annual
mall, with each class allotted a special
state appropriation of approximately
table.
$370 per student.
It was found that this procedure was
The Mill Tax in 1949-51 will promore conducive to obtaining votes, due duce $762,000 annually. In 1949-50,
to the central location of the ballot veteran students will number approxiboxes and tables.
mately 2,000 and in 1950-51 about
The voting came to a close at 5 p.m. 1,000. The estimated total enrollment
at the University for 1949-50 will be
about 4,000 and in 1950-51 about 3,200.
An annual appropriation of $762.000
will be available from the Mill Tax
We have it from a reliable source for the 1949-51 biennium. After prothat Dean Elton E. Wieman can bal- viding for research and extension
ance himself on one foot on an up- work, the per capita state grant for
right coke bottle and pick up a 4,000 students would be about $140,
handkerchief from the floor. You may and in 1950-51 with an expected entry this at your own risk. He is also rollment of 3,200 students the grant
adept at sleight-of-hand tricks involv- would be $175 as compared to the
ing coins, kicking the cross-piece at $370 per capita grant in 1931-32.
the top of a doorway, and other feats When the higher per capita amount
requiring muscular coordination. All was received, the value of the dollar
this you might expect from a man was much greater than it is now.
who was in nationwide charge of
•
physical education in the A.S.T.P.
K. E. MITCHELL
Iluring the war years.
SERVICE
Note—Re last week's item: SampPhotostatic Work of All
son is good Yankee but poor Old
Kinds
24 hour service
Testament. The name of the man who
97 HAMMOND ST., BANCOR
lost his hair was Samson.
Tel. 5345

Cut In Funds
Hits University

Faculty Facts

Page Five

Classes Create
Scholarship To
Honor Dr. Hauck
(Continued from Page One)
and Dean Arthur L. Deering dedicated the tree in honor of Clarence
Day, Extension editor.
From 1 p.m. until 5 p.m. there was
a University Open House in all the
buildings on campus. Students and
faculty members wandered from one
department to another, admiring the
many elaborate displays and exhibits.
At 3 p.m. a capacity crowd witnessed the Maine-New Hampshire
baseball game before returning to
their rooms tired and hungry, hut
happy.
At 7 p.m. all hands converged on
Memorial Gym, where they laughed
themselves hoarse witnessing the student-faculty musical extravaganza,
"Artie Get Your Gun." Marshal
Artie Hauck battled his way through
three thrill-packed acts, the scenes of
which were all in a Western saloon.
The presentation of the President
Hauck Scholarship followed the play.
A second showing of the Maine
Mast production was held at 8:45 p.m.,
following the scholarship presentation,
for the benefit of those who were unable to attend the first show.

Photo Club To View
Exhibit On Design
The Photo Club will meet at 8 p.m.,
Wednesday, May 18, at the Carnegie
Hall Art Lecture Room to view the
exhibit of photographs illustrating the
elements of design.
During the meeting Walter Thompson and Richard Johnson will summarize the new developments in photography as reported in the leading
photographic magazines in recent
months.

University Society
By MARILYN HOYT

With only three more weeks of tpining skit for their guests.
Chaperons were Mr. and Mrs.
school to go. the social calendar is beBaler,
awl Mr. and Mrs. Edwin
ing crowded with parties, teas, and
enough activities to give any student a Crowe.
happy send-off into his summer vacaA bridal shower was given Jayne
tion.
Hanson and Jean Cunningham MonTwo hundred and fifty dogpatchers, day afternoon at Lambda Chi. Teddy
and that's not an understatement,joined Powers was hostess, and Hose friends
the festivities last ' attended.
Saturday night at
The Travelers Club, a student orATO's Daisy Mae ganization of Masons, is planning an
party. The guests ; all-day outing Saturday at Pushaw
gathered in a dark Pond. They will hold a dance that
and dismal Skunk evening at the pavilion.
Hollow, and lis- Pinnings:
tened to the talTeddy Powers, South Estabrooke,
ented strumming to Bruce Folsom, Lambda Chi; Jan
of"Unwashable" Haley, North Estabrooke, to Dick
Joe Soychak on Kelly. Delta Tau.
his guitar. Vari- Hoyt's Hopper
MARILYN
ous other enterWith the first soft breezes of spring,
tainment and fun / our
college co-eds lay aside their
couldn't help but bring the after-combooks, and gather on the roofs, lawns.
ment of some yokel, who said, "It
and other secluded spots on campus for
ware a danged gud tym."
a rendezvous with old Mr. Solar SysMr. and Mrs. Suarez and Ma tern. For proof—take a look at Pussy
"Mammy Yokum" Whitney acted as Nason's or Jackie Baker's Indian tan.
chaperons.
Not only does the bronze epidermis
Mighty and little Hiawathas, heap call for second glances, but also for
big braves, and cute little squaws did light cotton dresses to show them off.
an Indian dance up the paths to Delta To mention a few—Jo Sullivan's light
Tan's happy hunting grounds last Sat- lavender cotton dress. It's on the tailurday. The house was transformed ored side with a full skirt. Phyllis
into a pine forest and Indian encamp- Tebbets looked very collegiate the
ment, which was very realistically other day in a green and yellow striped
done. The most ferocious looking of cotion, accented by a smart looking
all, Jim Demetriou, Mal Bartlett, pair of green play shoes. Betty Ladd
Stan Roberts, and Al Harrington, also leads the fashion parade with her
candidate for mayor, put on an enter- light blue sharkskin, two-pieced suit.
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Van Heusen dealers in Bangor

THE ALLAN-LEWIS CO.
181 Exchange St.
•
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Tau Ep Taps; Matus Prexy

lightweight sport shirts•••

Tau Epsilon Phi has elected chapter
officers for 1949-1950.
The new officials include Jerome
Nfatus, president: Hyman Gluck, vice
president; Richard Singer, secretary;
Irving Remar, treasurer; C. Martin
Berman, historian: Jack Berman.
chaplain.

washable
wonders!

EXPERT
SHOE REPAIRING

Palmer Shoe Mfg.
Repairing Co.
Parcel post work
receives prompt
attention
35 Central St.. Bangor, Me.
---a

Bookstore Asks Seniors
To Get Gown Fittings

Van Heusen sport shirts are washable wonders! They love
water, and you know what that means—more service, better

"OLD HOME BREAD"

All bettiors ssho graduate in June
should contact Mr. Bruce in the Bookstore about the fitting of gowns immediately.

The Bread with the old style flavor

Nissen's Bakery

PrOd111111S

•

•
Boyd & Noyes, Inc.

Headquarters for

Jewelers

FISHING AND CAMPING SUPPLIES

First Quality Diamonds
Exclusively

SPECIAL PRICES FOR
SCHOOLS AND CLUBS

Towle Sterling Silver

Bryan Ross Co.

All standard makes
of Watches
II., 4 1•71il`r

25 Ilanunond St., Bangor
•

Old Town, Me.

looks, no dry cleaning bills! Colors are fast—sizes stay right.
Smart new models with short or long sleeves, in cotton.,
rayons and blends ... sheers and breezeweights. Tailored
with Van Ileusen magic sewmanship to please you and your
campus queen. Stock up now for summer. $3.25 and up.

0

Van Heusen®.
the world's smartest Shirth

PHILLIPS -JONES CORP., NEW YORK 1, N. Y.

Orono, M
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43 Initiated
To Engineer
Honor Society

University Calendar

Orono, Maine. May 12, 1949

Conn. Newsman
Talks To Students
In Journalism Class

Three Students
To Be Initiated
To Sigma Xi

THURSDAY, MAY 12
Southwest Harbor.
3:45 p.m.—Record Concert,
1 p.ns.—Baseball—Connecticut.
4 p.m.—Women's Forum, No. EsJames L. McGovern, associate editor
6 p.m.—American Chemical Socitabrooke (B).
of
the Bridgeport (Conn.) Post-Teleety dinner, No. Estabrooke (B).
Forty-three students have been initiThree undergraduate students who
7 p.m.—MCA Committee meeting,
8 p.m.—Vic Dance, Beta Theta Pi. ated into Tau Beta Pi, honorary gram, talked to journalism students
Louis Oakes Room.
scholastic society for outstanding stu- Monday morning about the problems have done outstanding work in scienSUNDAY, MAY 15
7 p.m.—Tau Epsilon Phi formal
tific research while at Maine were
dents
in engineering. Following last of a beginning newspaper reporter.
3 p.m.—Auditions for Mu Alpha
initiation, So. Estabrooke (E).
licGov
ern,
a
week's
newspa
initiati
perman
on
nearof
creemon
named
ies
this week to associate memberthe
memEpsilon music scholarships,
bers attended a banquet at the Pilot's ly 60 years' experience, advised stu- ship in Sigma Xi, American scientific
FRIDAY, MAY 13
Carnegie Hall.
dents interested in newspaper work to research society. They
Grill.
2 p.m.—Arts and Crafts, MCA
will be initiated
TUESDAY, MAY 17
get
their start on small papers. "You along with 30 other persons
Mark Shibles, dean of the school
building.
at cere7 p.m.—"M" Club elections,
make a lot of personal contacts, and monies in the Oakes room,
of education, was guest speaker.
3:4:5 p.m.—Record Concert,
May
19.
Trophy Room, Memorial GymThe following members were initi- get to know the people that way," he
101 Carnegie Hall.
The new student members are David
nasium.
declared.
ated:
7 p.m.—Bridge and Chess clubs,
F. Akeley, one of the highest ranking
WEDNESDAY. MAY 18
As a young man, McGovern left the seniors in the college of
MCA building.
Edward Alexander, Oscar Andertechnology,
p.ni.—Buffet and Formal dance, 8:45 a.m.—Scholarship Recogni- son, Blaine Beal, Weyman Billings, granite-cutting trade in 1891 to be- William A. Kendall, agronomy major,
tion Assembly, Memorial GymBeta Theta Pi.
Edmund Boucher, Robert Brown, Jr., come a reporter on the Bridgeport and Robert Land, engineering physics
nasium
.
7:30 p.m.—Formal dance, Tau
Colby H. Chandler. Sherman Cole, Morning Union. He was a delegate to senior who is planning to do graduate
8 p.m.—Photo Club, Carnegie
Epsilon Phi, Penobscot Valley
Milton Coleman. Herbert Connell, the World Press Conference in Mexico work in physics at M.I.T.
Hall.
Country Club.
Charles Drake, Jr., Parker Gray, City in 1933, and was appointed by
The other initiates are:
President Franklin D. Roosevelt to
8 p.m.—Co-Recreational program.
Grover Fraser.
Promot
ed from associate to full
the U. S. Assay Commission in 1938.
Britannica Contributor
Women's Gym.
Irving Grunes, Warren Hammond.
membership—Robert Ashman. Greg8 p.m.—Panhellenic Formal,
ory Baker, Charles Moran. Arthur
Edward F. Dow, head of the de- Herbert A. Harriman, Walter L.
Memorial Gymnasium.
Randall, Philip
1,artment of history and government, Harriman, Richard Hede. NValdon
Seal, Benjamin
SATURDAY, MAY 14
Speicher, Kathryn Speicher.
is among the contributors to the 1949 Huston, Frederic Irish, Jr., Ivan Jen9 a.m.—Educational Conference,
Britannica Book of the Year, accord- kins. John Katsikas, Anton Larson.
Elected to full membership—Russell
exceptional children, Louis Oakes ing to Walter Yust,
editor-in-chief Arthur Lilienthal, Donald Lounsbury.
Bailey, Frank Beyer. Edward Brush,
Room.
Gerald MacLean, Anthony Nardone,
of the Encyclopaedia Britannica
l'wenty-one watercolor paintings Gordon Chapman, Mary Clayton, Paul
10 a.m.—Beta Theta Pi picnic,
Donald
Ormsby, Osmond Palmer, Anpublicat
Cloke, Margaret Dickie, Charles
tonios Papadopoulos, Leland Porter, and four conte crayon drawings by Dirks,
Weston Evans, Robert Hart.
Profess
or
Vincent A. Hartgen of the
Bernard Rosenstein, Robert Saltzman,
John Hawkins. Mathew Highlands,
Art
Depart
ment
are
on display in the
Richard Savage, Mark Sewall, Edwin
Fay Hyland, Lyle Jenness, Merna
Smith, Edgar Soucy, Robinson Speirs, Oakes room of the Library.
Composed of coastal and inland Monroe, Elizabeth Murphy, Eugene
William Stetson, Maurice Sylvester,
Ogden, Bernie Plummer, Alton Prince.
scenes
of Maine, all the paintings
John Tilton, William True. and Jan
Ferdin
and Steinmetz, James Waring.
have been done by Professor Hartgen
MAIN STREET
Willoch.
BANGOR. MAINE
Elected
to associate membership-since last fall.
Headquarters
At present, Hartgen is also holding Edith Ogden, Shao Tung.
a one-man exhibition in Chico, Calif.
The Maine chapter of Sigma Xi was
FOR ARROW PRODUCTS
The collection in the Library has been installed on campus May 3, 1948. This
shown in Idaho, the Kansas City Art year will be the first time that newYaVeMs%•
•
•
•We'sWAUNVINVEWaYsWisWii
League, and the University of Okla- comers have been elected at the UniiiiiiiiNWM
J. Carroll Dempsey, Superintendent
homa.
versity.
of Buildings and Grounds, has estiThe
exhibit
will
be
shown
throug
h
The society receives two types of
mated that the cost of repairs on the
LI
'
4
taltiall
May during regular Library hours.
members, associate and full. The asMCA building this year will total
sociate members are those who have
$2,000.
shown
great promise as scientists,
Philli
ps
Resea
rch
Head
Work begun includes repairing of
while the full members have made
the roof, installation of a new floor Will Speak To Chemists
noteworthy achievements in science.
in the hallway and the recreation
I-he
second
meeting
of the calendar Full membership is limited to faculty
room, painting the second floor, rais•
year
for
the
Maine
Section
of Ameri- members.
ing foundation posts to even the floors,
can Chemical Society will be held in
Seven of the 33 members being inand work on a new watermain.
It is hoped that all of the work will Aubert Hall, Saturday at 6:30 p.m. itiated May 19 are receiving promoGuest speaker at the meeting will be tions from associate to full member
be completed this summer.
Dr. Charles F. Fryling, supervisor of ship.
emulsion polymerization research for
Scholarship Auditions
the Phillips Petroleum Co., of Phillips,
Sunday At Carnegie
Texas.
Dr. Fryling, who was graduated
Auditions for Mu Alpha Epsilon
from Lafayette in 1920 and received
music scholarships will be held Sunhis Ph.D. from New York University
Dr. Payson Smith ill be the guest
day, May 15, at 3 p.m., in Carnegie
in 1924, will speak on "Low Tempera- speaker at the Women's Athletic AsHall.
ture Chemical Rubber."
sociation banquet May 18, to be held
Application blanks, which should be
Preceding Dr. Fryling's talk there in North Estabrooke at 6 p.m. Folfiled as soon as possible, may be ob- will be a dinner for
members of the lowing the program theme of recreatained from the music office at Car- society at 5 p.m.
in the President's tion, Dr. Smith's talk will be entitled
negie.
room. North Estabrooke.
"The Problems of Leisure."
All coeds are invited to attend the
Give your torso a big
banuqet. at which those who have
IT /len in Bangor, visit the
break this summer
earned W.A.A. credits will receive
with a few Arrow
their awards.
The following committee is in
basque shirts.
for finest in service. food, and atmosphere
charge of arrangements
66 Main St.
Bangor
Perfect for golf,
Eva Burgess, chairman; Caroline
Strong, programs; Esther Freese, attennis, or basquing
tendance; Roberta Packard, decorain the sun.
MI XM ASTERS philtre HARDWARE SPRAYERS
—
tions; Betty Friedler, awards; Carolyn
CLEANSERS
& VARIETY LOCKSETS
z
Rowell. invitations; and Connie Berry,
See your Arrow
CEMENT
SCALES —
publicit
y.
in
FANS
I
31-37 MILL ST., ORONO, MAINE TOYS
dealer today!

Maine Scenes
Feature Exhibit

FREESE'S 11E1S SHOPS

Estimates MCA
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SCHOOL OF LAW

ZIPPERS
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Three-Year Day' Course
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our store
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Law Schools
Matriculants must be College graduates and present full transcript of
College record.
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Bear Facts
BY JOHN MURPHY
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Connecticut Here For Doubleheader Sat.

Several times in the past, this column has criticized various members
oi the athletic staff for their actions.
Thus far, this criticism has been
one-sided.
Conditions at present seem to warrant a reversal of this procedure.
Let's look at ourselves—the student
Maine's baseball season rolls
boly.
into
high gear in the coming week
School spirit at Maine is rapidly
with five games scheduled against
dying.
four teams.
This ‘iord itself evokes sneers and
The Bears meet Bowdoin and Bates
laughter from many people about ibis
in
State Series action after facing
campus at present. For these sophistiConnec
ticut in two seven-inning concated citizens of the world, this is
tests Saturday in a three-game home
rah-rah stuff and flag-waving.
stand. A fourth game is scheduled with
For the past year or so, students
Northeastern May 21 at Orono.
have been ridiculing the coaching
Beat Mound Staff
•-zroup here at the University. This
The UConns will probably throw the
coach was no good, that coach was
best
pitching that the Bears have seen
even worse.
all year in the twin bill. They have
During the past sports seasons, it
FRANK BARNDOLLAR, ace New Hampshire track
an airtight team that features strong
man, scores the second of his two wins as he takes
uas the fad to attend athletic conthe 220-yard dash at last Saturday's Yankee Confer
defens
ive play.
ence meet. Finishing behind Flarndollar are: 2nd, Flynn
tests merely to make cracks at the
of
Connecticut; 3rd, Fetterolf, also of Connecticut, and
Bill
Love is the ace of the mound
4th,
Wiley
of
Rhode Island. Rhode Island took the team title
teams and coaches. If someone
for the second straight year with 61y, points.
staff
and
will pitch the opening game.
could get a good laugh at the ex—Newhall Photo
Maine
defeate
d Bates at Lewiston,
pense of the pla,ers, the game was
6-3, in the first meeting between the
orthwhile.
two clubs last week. They will be
Now the situation has changed. In
favored to duplicate the feat. Marty
Dave Nelson we have a coach who is
Dow, who tossed a seven-hitter at the
definitely on his way up. Doc Rankin
Garnets, and aided the offense with a
knows his basketball. And so on
timely triple, will probably be Bill
down the line.
Coach Chester Jenkins' University
Scorin
g
in
14 of the 15 events, Kenyon's choice to oppose Bates again.
Where are the would-be athletes of Maine track team heads for Bates
Rhode
Island'
s
well balanced track Bowdoin Strong
who "wouldn't play" for this coach Saturday to Compete in the State meet
team
The
won
New
its
Englan
second
d
straight Yankee
Interco
Bowdoin's Polar Bears who follow
llegiat
e
and that one. Much hot air has been against Bowdoin. Bates, and Colby.
championship will be the objective of Conference track title last Saturday Connecticut in Monday
Bowdo
have lost a 2-1
in, the defending champion,
expended by numerous Frank MerriMaine's hot and cold varsity golfers on the University track.
thriller to Colby in state action. The
wells about their ability which would appears to have an edge over the other
as they face linksmen from six states
The Rams piled up 614 points to team is strong defensively and on the
certainly come to light under a dif- schools again this year, according to
at
Water
town,
Mass.,
this
stay
weeken
ahead of New Hampshire, who mound, and has a fairly strong hitting
d.
Coach Jenkins.
ferent coach.
placed
Coach
second with 471/i points. Con- attack.
Charli
e
Emery'
s
crew,
which
Maine's strongest event in the YanThe changes have been made but
had
necticu
been
t
hot
was third with 33 points and
in
taking
Lloyd McDonald, who blanked
Connec
ticut
attendance at practices has not mm- kee Conference meet last Saturday
Maine for six frames in an exhibition
was the hammer. Bowdoin, however, into camp only a week previous, suf- Maine came in last with 23 points.
probed.
fered a second round letdown to
New records were set in the broad game earlier this year, will probably
The reply to this is, "I have too has Sebasteanski in this event. He
trail
the Nutmeggers and New Hamp- jump, discus, pole vault, and high face Joe Archibald for the
much work to do. After all, I'm not is rated the favorite to win over Dick
Bears.
Gordon of Maine who is still troubled shire State in the Yankee Conference jump.
getting a scholarship here."
matches at the PVCC last Friday.
The summary:
Perhaps it is a good thing that by a bad ankle.
They
will
be
out
Broad
to
jump—Won by Varney (RI);
reestab
scholarships are not being given.
lish
Along with strength in the weights,
These Major Hoople-type athletes the Polar Bears have a potential three- themselves as one of New England's 2nd, Benesch (RI); 3rd, tie between
leading golf powers at Watertown's Sherman (RI) and Barker (NH).
would be out of the picture if that event winner in Holmes.
Distance: 21 ft. 10 in. (New record).
excellent Oakley course.
were the case.
Shotput—Won by Tupper (NH);
Maine, which has been notably weak
Among those making the trip for 2nd, MacDonald (C); 3rd, Bernstein
Concerning the study and class in the dashes
this year with only Bill
Four of Maine's top netmen wiU
the Pale Blue are Andy Bunker, who (RI); 4th. Milbank (M). Distance:
situation. the University is attempting Hammond
running them, should be
43 ft. 4 in.
carry
the Pale Blue hopes in the anhalved Yankee Conference medalist
to fix schedules next year for the con- better this
Discus—Won by Rowe (RI); 2nd,
week. Ed Simmons, who
Johnny Pracon on the Uconn's home Gamble (NH): 3rd. Tupper (NH) nual Yankee Conference tennis chamvenience of athletes. A few hours dur- topped Hammo
:
nd last year in the
links, and big Bob Webber, low man 4th Jenkins (RI). Distance: 133 ft. pionships this week end at the Uniing the afternoon at practice might short sprints,
is again out for track.
GA in. (New record).
versity of New Hampshire.
cut down on golf, softball, and sunBlaine Beal of Maine and Briggs on the squad's southern tour. War120 yard highs hurdles—Won by
Larry Van Peursem, Fred Herning time, but it is worth it.
and Lee of Bowdoin look best in the ren Wilson, Don Brown, Phil Bick- Kennedy (C): 2nd, Corb (RI); mann,
Bob Thoits, and another player,
ford and Dick Smith complete the list. 3rd, Beal (M); 4th. Bulleit (RI).
The alibis are gone now. Let's hurdle events. Briggs
is favored in
to be chosen on the showings made in
Time: 15.6 sec.
hope that we can get some competi- the lows becaus
e of his speed.
100 yard dash—Won by Fetterolf the Bates and Colby matche
tors.
s, will
The brightest spot in the meet for
(C) 2nd. Barndollar (NH); 3rd, make the
trip to Durham for the tourThe attitude of spectators at ath- Bates should
Squadr
ito
(RI)
;
4th,
Flynn (C). ney, which
be Red Horne in the
will include teams from
Time: 9.9 sec.
letic contests is in the same class as one-mile and
two-mile events. MitchOne-m
ile
run—Won by McLay Rhode Island State, Univ. of Mass..
that of the pipe-dreaming athletic ell of Bates is
also a potential point
(RI); 2nd. Cameron (RI); 3rd, Lis- Connecticut. and New
Hampshire.
greats. Criticize this, criticize that.
Coach Dave Nelson will wind up ter (RI): 4th, Johnston (M).
getter in the discus and shot.
Time:
On the basis of recent showings.
Art afternoon spent at a baseball
Colby's power in the meet is a spring football practice for his Maine 4 min. 37.9 sec.
Rhode Island is rated as the team to
440 yard run—
game will convince anyone that the mystery but the
Waterville school is gridders Saturday afternoon. Instead (NH): 2nd. BrownWon by Sweet beat. The
(M)
Rams have dual wins over
; 3rd. Lecoach is lost and that the players are not expected to
provide too much of an informal Blue and White prac- vine (RI); 4th. Silsby (Nil. Time: Coach Small'
s cluster in regular seaall imports from the Chinese Check- competition.
tice game as originally scheduled by 50.6 sec.
son
matche
s.
The Rams won 6-3 at
er Players Association.
Two-m
ile run—Won by Black
the new coach, Nelson plans to hold
Kingston, and edged out the Bears
An open-minded fail leaves the game
only a scrimmage using new offensive (RI); 2nd. Dunklee (NH); 3rd,
Giordano (C): 4th, Paulson (NH). 5-4 on the Orono courts.
wondering if the student body is cheertechniques.
Time: 9 min. 47.5 sec.
In Sergeson, the Rhodys have the
ing for the visiting team.
For the last two weeks, Nelson has
220 yard low hurdles—Won by
tourne
y's top-seeded contestant Van
Barndo
llar
Maine's veteran track coach Chester
(NH): 2nd. Kennedy
been working with his men only one; 3rd, Corcoran (RI); 4th, Corb Peursem of Maine, however, and
Jenkins stated in a notice posted on
half hour daily. Most of the work (C)
(RI). Time: 24.4 sec.
Strong of Connecticut are both capabl
the track bulletin board that last
e
has been with ball-handling drills
880 yard run—Won by Cashman of
giving the Ram ace a stiff battle.
week was the most disappointing week
The Jayvees thumped Higgins Class- with more stress being put on offen- (RI): 2nd. Rubin (C): 3rd. Webb
Sergeson and Van Peursem staged
(NH): 4th, Ficken (C). Time:
of practice he had seen in 22 years of ical Institute 18-1 last Thursd
ay be- sive tactics.
1
min.
a
hitter
58.9
fight in last Friday's Mainesec.
coaching here.
hind the airtight pitching of Ernie
16 pound hammer—Won by Gordon Rhode Island matche
s, with the forFootball practices are virtually de- Martikainen and Ash Dunha
(M): 2nd. Mullen (NH); 3rd,
m.
Beta
Take
s
Doub
mer
le
coming
from
behind
at the last
Orach
wrted except for a few regular re(M); 4th. Jalbert (M). DisMartikainen pitched no-hit, no-run
minute to save himself from an upset
tance: 148 ft. 10 in.
Net
In
Intra
:waters.
mural
s
ball for the first four innings and DunPole vault—Won by Sherman at the hands of the veteran Pale
When next fall rolls around, the ham followed, allowing only
Blue
three hits
The annual intramural tennis tour- (RI); 2nd. I.angevin (NH): 3rd. tie stand'mt.
students will want a winning foot- and one run for the remain
betwee
n
Higgin
s
(M)
and Miller
ing five ney got under way this week as Beta
Another of Coach Small's crew who
(RI). Height: 12 ft. 51/
ball team. Then the fans will yell innings.
2 in. (New
Theta Pi's court combine racked up record).
showed up well in Friday's losing
about this clown and that clown on
Beryl I.each, George Gray, and Paul twin victories at the expense of Alpha
High jump—Won by Varney cause was Frank Potenz
o. He defeated
the team. The scrap book heroes will Beaudry were the batting
power in the Gam and Tau Epsilon Phi, and Phi (NH); 2nd, Bulleit (RI); 3rd. tie the Ram's Klyen
in the singles, and
talk about what they could do if "the Jayvees' :cermet straight wits.
between 1Flylander (M) and Langton
Kap, Phi Gam, SAE, and Phi Eta (M).
height: 6 ft. 4
coach wasn't down on me."
1 in. (New teamed up with Bob Sullivan to salKappa won singletons.
record
vage Maine's only doubles victory.
).
The players need the support of
220 yard dash—Won by BarnIn the dormitory division, New
Seza
k
Re-el
ected
illy student hotly; not the derisive
Dorm #3 and Nordorm #4 gained dollar (NH): 2nd, Flynn (C): 3rd,
Fetterolf (C); 4th. Wiley (RI). "M" Club To Elect
Sam Sezak, Junior Varsity base- forfeit decisions.
Time: 22 sec.
They will he tr, jog out on the ball coach, has been re-elected
Officers will be elected at the next
SecJavelin throw—Won by Kelley
liolds anti on the court. Let's try to retary of the State of Maine Counci
Frank Frisch was at bat 197 times (C); 2nd, Totman (M) 3rd, Carl- meeting of the "M" Club, scheduled
l
do a little ourselves.
son (RI); 4th. J. Silsby (M); Dis- for Tuesday. May 17, in the Trophy
of Basketball Officials.
in eight series.
tance: 173 ft. 444 in.
Room at 7 p.m.

UConns Feature
Good Pitching,
Strong Defense

Tracksters Run Maine Golfers Rams' Balance
For State Title Head South For Takes YC Track
New Englands

Top Maine Netmen
Journey To Durham
For YC Tennis Play

Grid Drills Close
With Scrimmage

Martikainen Hurls
JVs To Decisive
Win Over Higgins
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Waring Elected
New President
Of Debate Cub
The Debate Club elected officers
for the coming year last Thursday at
the annual banquet held at the Windsor Hotel in Bangor. Those named
were Don Waring, president; George
Brountas, vice president; Bob Moran,
manager; Gennette NlacNair. historian; Avis Zippel, secretary; and Bob
Russell, treasurer.
The debate team made an outstanding record against some of the leading colleges and universities in the
nation during the season just ended.
Maine won 18 of its 39 debates, defeating teams from Rensselaer Polytech, Dartmouth, Georgetown, American International, Vermont, Springfield, Bowdoin, M.I.T., Rutgers,
Brooklyn College, Mount Holyoke,
Colby, Suffolk University, Amherst,
and the U. S. Naval Academy.
Maine was defeated by McGill,
Hamilton, Bates, Vermont, Colby,
Temple. Columbia, Denison. Canisius,
U. S. Naval Academy, Dartmouth,
Bowdoin, Tufts, Syracuse, St. Michael's College, Wesleyan, and the
U. S. Military Academy.

Methodist Convention
To See Religious Play

20 Freshman Girls Intercollegiate
NamedMembersOf
Group Weighs
Sophomore Eagles
Twenty freshman girls were named
members of the Sophomore Eagles
society at a banquet in Estabrooke
Hall last week.
Principal speaker at the banquet
was Mrs. Constance Carter, instructor in home economics, whose subject was "What a Girl Should Get
Out of College." Muriel Applebee
also spoke, and Dorothy McCann and
Roberta Hendrick presented musical
numbers. Patricia Simmons served
as toastmistress.
Named to the society were Jeanette
Pratt, Virginia Norton, Mary Snyder,
Jeanne Frye, and Marguerite Floyd.
Constance Berry, Ruth Drysdale,
Ruth Judkins, Roberta Hendrick,
Evelyn Green. and Mary Jean McIntire.
Ida Moreshead, Frances Russell,
Ethel Mae Scammon. Joan Hopkins,
Nancy Knowles.
Martha Pratt, Sarah Bouchard,
Frances Litwinowich, and Gloria
Franklin.

Bowdoin Debaters
Win Frosh Series
Bowdoin's freshman debaters captured the Maine Intercollegiate Freshman Debate Championship here Saturday, winning three of their four
contests.
Bates contestants took two of their
four to win second honors, while the
host Maine team salvaged one win
against three defeats to finish third.
Colby did not compete.
The Freshman State Series is held
annually at one of the Maine colleges
for the benefit of future varsity debaters.
This year's Maine team was composed of Howard Foley. Pat Erskine,
Carolyn Lindquist, and Marguerite
Floyd.

The Brother," a religious play by
Dorothy Clark Wilson, which has
been presented three times in Orono
and Bangor, will be staged in Houlton
during the Methodist State Convention, May 27.
Directed by Bill Brennan, the cast
includes University students John
Wentworth and Marilyn Hoyt. Others
in the cast are 'Matthew McNeary and
Horace Pratt, both of the faculty of
the University, and Mrs. Rodney Allen and Mrs. Bernie Plummer, Jr.,
faculty wives.
Also playing roles are Mrs. Asa
Fernald Hall, the oldest building
Adams and George Wilson, both of
on campus, was constructed in 1870.
Orono.

School Problem

William Shakespeare declared in Scarves and Kerchiefs
Othello that "the loss which is unSix wool scarves. two silk scarves,
known is no loss at all. Let him not
Bowdoin, Colby, and University
and four kerchiefs.
know it and he's not robbed at all."
members of the Maine Intercollegiate
Odds 'n Ends
The Registrar's office, however, has
Senate held their fourth and final
One masonic pin, three strands of
meeting in the office of President stronger conscience than the famous
pearls, one rosary, one air force ring.
bard,
and
has
published
its
annual
Arthur A. Hauck Sunday afternoon,
one silver ring ( Manila-1945), one
where they expressed the unanimous lost and found list.
gold pin—initials L. M. A., one pocket
The following articles may be
opinion that the lack of legislative
watch, one gold earring, one crown
action on the problem of support for claimed at that office.
button. one Revlon lip fashion, one
secondary schools is of vital impor- Books
Dunhill lighter, one pipe—(Kaytance to college students in Maine.
Two books of Living Verse, Elewoodiel.
Before taking a firmer stand on the mentary Statistics, Theory and PracOne black tassel, one Oral Kit, three
subject, Senate members decided to tice of Tone Relations, Contemporary
slide
rules, two dissecting sets, one
return to their respective campuses Trends, Essentials of Effective Public
pencil case, one comb, one leather belt,
Speaking,
Outline-History
of
Europe,
and discuss the problem in their own
Child Psychology, Outline of Physical one knit cap, one striped T chirt, one
legislative bodies.
man's suit coat, one windbreaker
With Chairman Ralph Barnett lead- Geology, Einfuhrung in Die Chemie. jacket.
Land Drainage and Reclamation,
ing the meeting, the routine business
One white sailor hat, one pr. womwas taken up despite the absence of Oral French Review Grammar, Thoreau's Life in the Woods, four Great en's boots, one three ring note book,
the Bates delegation.
American Novels, Economics. and Re- and one package typewriter paper.
A plan, originated by Bowdoin, to
view of Technical Periodical.
have intramural athletic winners for
Glasses
the four colleges compete against each
Five glasses cases, four pr. in cases, Campus Red Cross Unit
other in a playoff was discarded as
one pr. pink shell rims, one pr. silver Makes Plans For Fall
impractical because of financial and
rims.
A new program will be offered Unitransportation difficulties.
Keys
versity
students in the fall by the
June Stairs, delegate from Colby,
One House Key, four single keys,
reported that plans for a four col- three keys in cases, and one bunch of College Activities Unit of the American Red Cross.
lege glee club concert are now in the keys on chain.
hands of the college musical directors. Pens and Pencils
Roy E. Joyce is the chairman of
Arrangements were made to have
Eight Fountain Pens, and eight Me- the program which will include training in disaster preparedness and rethe four member colleges exchange chanical Pencils.
lief. home nursing, safety services,
band copies of their school songs to Mittens and Gloves
promote better music at college funcOne pr. child's mittens, five pr. and nutrition.
tions.
A new slate of officers and a definite
mittens, five odd mittens, six pr.
Two Maine delegates, James Elliot women's gloves, four single women's program outline will be acted upon at
and Ralph Barnett, explained Maine's gloves, two pr. men's gloves, and four a meeting. May 16 at 7 p.m., 155
Stevens.
plan for health and accident insurance single men's gloves.
to be used here next year.
After some discussion a motion was
made and accepted that further attempts to set a definite pattern of
action to be followed after the football games next season be discarded.

IMenakar nadoral Rowerwe Bank

Young men and women will
always find this banking institution interested and helpful in their business progress.
Responsibility is reflected by
a checking account, which is
also a factor in establishing
credit and standing.
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GETTING MARRIED?
Have formals in candids
Done by

TED NEWHALL
Photographer for "Campus"
At home, at church, and at the reception
Out of town pictures are a pleasure
CALL ORONO 8171
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